
A Crash Course in Cartooning! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“One Giant Leap”: A Kate the Great comic strip 
by Wayne Bartholomew and Jaime Garcia 
 

There is no physical rulebook for cartoonists. Anything that works, works. Any 
strip that makes people laugh is a winner. 

That said, there are plenty of little, unwritten rules that have a way of annoying 
cartoonists to death. There are also some really great rules that will make the 
process fun (or, at least, a lot easier). And then there are rules that are rules that, 
for whatever the reason, can’t be broken, or your audience will hate you and track 
you down with pitchforks and torches and tell you so. So… if you want to get good 
(good enough to be syndicated and possibly published), here are some things to 
keep in mind: 

 Read. Read EVERYTHING – but especially the things you 
love. You are what you read, so consume the things that 
move and inspire you. And be sure to read critically! It’s easy 

to be a “couch-potato reader,” to zone out and be sucked in by the words and 
pictures, to let them overwhelm you with entertainment. But if you want to 
be the best, then you need to be mentally engaged and actively learn from 
the great ones. Read Bill Watterson’s Calvin and Hobbes. Spend time with 
Berkeley Breathed’s Bloom County and Gary Larson’s Far Side.1 As you read 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 All three of these comic strips used to run in The Vindicator, my hometown newspaper, right next 
to Blondie, Beetle Bailey, and Peanuts. They were rated for a general audience, and kids, teens, and 
adults used to read them every day! However, Bloom County and The Far Side are strips that I can 
only recommend to a mature audience (age 17+). There is no adult language, but there are adult 
themes that some parents may deem inappropriate for children. Reader discretion is advised.  
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each one, ask yourself, “What is working about this comic strip, and what 
isn’t?” Even old Bill, probably the greatest cartoonist of them all, made 
mistakes. The goal is to learn from his mistakes so you don’t make them, too! 
So, read, read, read, and think about what you’ve read. Think while you’re 
reading. It’s called “reading for craft,” and it works. (It really does!)   

“But Wayne,” you might say, “I don’t like Calvin and Hobbes. I don’t think it’s 
great.” Well, then, you, my friend, are one brave cookie, and I applaud you. 
Most people would never say those words out loud because the popular 
opinion is that Calvin and Hobbes is a masterpiece. But just because an 
opinion is popular, that doesn’t make it right.  

Opinions are subjective. Art is subjective. Opinions about art often stem 
from personal taste. Therefore, if you don’t like the taste of Calvin and 
Hobbes or Bloom County, that’s fine! Find something you do like, something 
that inspires you and entertains you and makes you want to read more, and 
study that first.  

First and foremost, read the things that you like for craft. Then (if you 
haven’t already) try reading a little Calvin and Hobbes, too. (Like I said, art 
is subjective, but there are some universal truths about good art. And in 
some ways, universally, Bill Watterson did a darn good job with C&H. He 
created art that most of us could definitely learn from.)   

Bottom line: Knowledge is power. (It’s an old saying, but it’s a good one.) You 
can learn from everything you read, whether you like what you’re reading or 
not – but it never hurts to start with the stuff you like! Especially if you 
want to write a strip that’s similar to Calvin and Hobbes, Beetle Bailey, 
Nancy, Garfield, etc.   

    

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                     

Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 



   

                                                                             Bloom County by Berkeley Breathed 

______________________________________________________________ 

 In your dialogue, don’t use too many words. Albert 
Einstein said, “Make everything as simple as possible, but not 
simpler.” Dieter Rams said, “Good design is as little design as 

possible.” These are smart men. Brilliant men. And they’re right – choose 
your words carefully, and use as few as possible, but not fewer. If you need 
to keep a word for timing, dramatic emphasis, hyperbole, style, and/or 
HUMOR (in other words, if you have a reason for keeping it), then do so. If 
not, then cut, cut, cut! No one wants to read a wordy comic strip.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

“First Big Snow”: A Kate the Great comic strip 
by Wayne Bartholomew and Jaime Garcia 

______________________________________________________________ 

 Backgrounds are a lost art form, but that doesn’t mean 
you shouldn’t use them. Just use them sensibly. And mix it up! 

2. 

3. 



If you’re using a background, then make sure it has a purpose (or, at the 
very least, make sure it’s worth looking at). And then take a break! Do a few 
strips without backgrounds. Or just establish a background with a few props 
– a shot of a nightstand and a bed tells your reader exactly where you are in 
the house, just as a well-placed tree stump says, “Hey! We’re in a forest!” 
Draw a tree in panel one, and leave the other three panels blank – or fill each 
panel with botanical masterpieces – it’s your choice, really. But here’s a fun 
fact for you: regardless of how much or little detail you want to put in the 
background, you almost never have to draw the corners of a room. Props, 
such as tables, chairs, TVs, and microwaves, have a way of making the 
audience understand a room’s framework (its walls, floors, ceilings, and 
especially corners). And when people understand something, your job is done. 
Adding more ink is usually just overkill.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
“Bedtime”: A Kate the Great comic strip by 
Wayne Bartholomew and Jaime Garcia 

______________________________________________________________ 



 

 If possible, write everything first. (The best illustrator 
and the worst writer agree: it’s easier to reword than it is to 
redraw!) Once you have the words, sketch them lightly into 

the panels. Then draw the pictures around them. You want to make sure 
everything fits! 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 “Secret Mayo”: A Kate the Great comic strip   
 by Wayne Bartholomew and Jaime Garcia 

______________________________________________________________ 

 In a daily comic strip, you can use as many or as few 
panels as you like – and you can shape them how you like, 
too – as long as they fit within the allotted physical 

space. It ain’t much, but the space inside that strip is all yours. Make it one 
big panel, or make it six little ones. Put space between the panels, or smoosh 
them together. Stack them on top of each other, or do something really 
weird with them – that’s up to you. But the rule of “3-4 panels per strip” 
seems to serve most cartoonists well, and there are definitely those 
industry professionals that only use 1-2. Sometimes, an especially daring 
cartoonist will use 5 or more, but that hasn’t been the standard since before 
the Second World War.  
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“Kate van Beethoven”: A Kate the Great comic   
strip by Wayne Bartholomew and Jaime Garcia 

______________________________________________________________ 

 Sunday strips allow for more physical space in a 
newspaper, but they sometimes come with panel 
restrictions. It’s an interesting tradeoff, but, at times, an 

essential one. If you want your strip to be read by more readers, it needs to 
fit into the very limited spaces that newspapers have to offer. This means 
that the panels of the comic strip should be easy to rearrange (without 
disrupting the reading order, of course). Some newspaper editors like to 
reserve the right to smoosh Sunday strips down and publish them in 1/4th 
and 1/5th page formats – or stack on the panels in a vertical line and cram 
that line on one side of the page.  

Ideally, editors prefer nine small square boxes, but they will happily settle 
for a three-row comic strip with a “disposable” first row. An example of this 
can be seen below. (When you read the strip, you’ll see how the gag in the 
first line stands alone, which means that the bottom two rows can be 
published without the top row, and readers will still get the joke.) The first 
panel of the strip contains the strip’s logo and author creds. It’s a standard 
practice for many cartoonists to include this information in a Sunday strip, 
but it’s by no means essential. If you choose not to include the name of your 
strip – or your own name, for that matter – newspaper editors will print it 
above or beside your work.  

Some cartoonists are happy just to be in print, but others cartoonists’ 
principles won’t allow them to see their art chunked up and truncated. For 
these cartoonists, the preferred way is to be published in a half-page 
format with no panel constraints. Illustrations can really come alive in such a 
wealth of unchecked space, but since the 1980s, there have only been two 
cartoonists who received such a boon: Bill Watterson and Berkeley Breathed.  

On the following page, the first Kate the Great strip is entitled, “Rainy 
Sunday,” and the second one is “Happy Summer!”  

“Rainy Sunday” is an example of an accommodating, traditional format that 
plays well with a lot of editors. “Happy Summer” is an example of a half-
page, unconstrained format.  

6. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



______________________________________________________________ 

Over the course of the last sixty years, the physical space that comic strips 
fit into has shriveled. Which leads me to my next point…   

Draw big, but think small. Nowadays, newspapers are making an embarrassingly 
small business of their funny pages. It goes without saying that you need to do 
some pretty entertaining things with your characters, but you’re limited on physical 
space for your drawings. No matter what your characters do, though, and no matter 
where they go, make sure they’re big enough that your audience can see them!  

Dialogue font should be around size 13. Any smaller, and your readers will 
have to squint. 

No more than four characters in a panel, unless it’s a really big panel. 
Remember: the more characters you wedge in there, the less room you’ll have for 
words. A nasty but non-negotiable tradeoff.  

Words should be easy to read. Font style is secondary. You want to create 
a new font? Fine. You want to hand-letter your strip? That’s your prerogative. But 
if you’re the only one who can read it, or if others have to struggle even slightly to 
get your meaning, then you’re dead in the water. Most people don’t like to work for 
their entertainment. (It goes back to that whole “couch-potato reader” thing.) 

The theme of your strip is important, but what’s more important is the 
treatment of that theme. Another way to say that is, “Your strip can be about 
anything you like, but if you want people to like it, then it has to be about more than 
a novel idea.” Your idea can be old (tried and true!), or you can use a new twist on an 
old idea (safe yet original). Your idea for a strip can even be completely new (unique 
and untested). As long as your strip is relatable and compelling, the idea is the 
cheese on a heart-healthy stew. And as we all know, sometimes the cheese really 
sets off the flavor! But the real meat in the stew is the quality of the writing and 
drawing. As long as your strip is well-written and awesomely drawn, it almost doesn’t 
matter what the strip is about. Conversely, your subject matter can be really 
fascinating, but the fiction you build around it can fall flat. (Going back to the 
metaphor about the stew: you can eat a bowl of cheesy stew without the cheese, 
and it will fill you up. Yet, if you only eat the cheese… well, you really haven’t eaten a 
meal.) A successful comic strip is one that is written and drawn well and, ultimately, 
strikes a relatable/sympathetic chord with your readers. It starts with an idea, and 
through hours of development, it becomes something more.  

Despite what I told you about ideas, many editors will tell you that the 
types of characters you use can make or break a strip. Good writing and 



good drawing can only accomplish so much. No matter how good your stuff is, the 
idea of reading about a dung beetle or a shrieking eel just won’t appeal to many 
readers. Think about it: you can write about a Somali Giraffe if you want to (gosh 
knows it’d be fun to draw!), but who is going to want to read about it? Probably not 
too many people. Most folks want a character they can relate to – a kid or a 
cute/common house pet. An avuncular old-timer. Or just someone weird. (If you 
don’t believe me, take a look at any of the strips that for years were regulars in 
The Vindicator : The Far Side, Crankshaft, Bringing Up Father, Peanuts, Garfield, 
Marmaduke, Dennis the Menace, The Family Circus, and the list goes on and on…)  

Don’t be afraid to try something new, but respect what has come before you. 
Once upon a time, all that is tried-and-true was just a humble, fumbling experiment. 
There is only one difference between the strips that catch on and the strips that 
don’t: the ones that make it are experiments that work. Maybe some of your 
experiments will work, and maybe they won’t, but that doesn’t mean you won’t have 
more ideas, and that doesn’t mean you can’t try, try again.  

EXAMPLE: I tried something new when I started my comic strip, Kate   
the Great. I made all of Kate’s friends exotic, mythological creatures! Yet, I 
was mindful of the successful comic strip characters that came before mine. 
Kate isn’t a creature from myth. She’s something that most folks can relate 
to: a human being (just like the human characters in other popular comic 
strips).  Because I made her a person – specifically, a cute kid – Kate serves 
as a window into a world where gargoyles and dragons are commonplace. Her   
world may be foreign, but it seems accessible to many readers, because the 
thoughts and feelings and appearance of Kate are accessible and relatable. 
And that’s what truly matters.  

 

Additionally, on a strip-by-strip basis, I’m mindful of panel rules and layout 
rules and word-count rules and background rules, and I try to stay true to 
the characters voices (their respective personalities, vocabularies, and use 
of syntax). Yet, with all of that in mind, there is still plenty of room to write 
innovative jokes and really “shoot for the sky.”  
 
In the following strip, you’ll see Kate in the sky doing things no comic strip 
character has done before.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Don’t use semicolons. Do use dashes. In comic strips, dashes are accommodating 
and versatile – they rarely get in the way and almost never draw attention to 
themselves. Semicolons, on the other hand, can be very distracting, because not 
everyone knows how to read them. And the second worst thing you can do is 
distract the reader. Once his or her concentration is broken, the spell is broken. 
Disbelief is no longer suspended. People see fiction as just that. Or, to look at it 
another way: think about a man on a high wire – a man who is afraid of heights but 
doesn’t know that he’s thousands of feet in the air. Do you want to be the one to tip 
him off? No? Then don’t use a semicolon. And don’t wedge words into word bubbles 
when they clearly don’t fit. There are lots of other things that you shouldn’t ever 
do, and they’re all important. Little things, like leaving smudges in your ink and using 
words that nobody uses for no better reason than just to dust them off and use 
them. But maybe the most important thing is, don’t do anything to pull the reader 
out of the fiction. Once the audience is hypnotized, make it a point to never snap 
your fingers and wake them up. 



Don’t be boring. If semicolons are the second worst thing you can do to a comic 
strip, then this is by far the worst. You know what’s better than boring? Anything. 
Literally, any other thing you can make your strip is better by light years than 
letting it be blah. How can you know if your strip is a blah strip? Well, for starters, 
pretend you’re somebody else – someone who doesn’t like you very much, someone 
who doesn’t think like you – and then read one of your strips. Or just put your work 
down for a month, and then come back to it with a fresh pair of eyes. If you think 
your cartoons are boring, then they are. If you think your cartoons are exciting, 
then the next thought to think might be… “Is this something that my mother would 
find exciting?” And if the answer to that question is yes, then you might think, 
“Well, okay, but what about my father? Would he find this comic strip exciting?” 
And if the answer again is yes, then think about your friends and your teachers and 
your priest or rabbi – think about the people that you hate. Think about total 
strangers, people from backgrounds that differ from your own. People who aren’t 
the same color or religion as you. Think about all of them. If you answered yes to 
every single person, then somewhere along the way… you were mistaken. In comic 
strips, just like in life, there’s no way to make everybody happy. Instead, just try to 
make most of your readers happy – or at least, the ones you really want to make 
happy (e.g.: the ones who share your sense of humor). Take it from me: you’ll feel 
much less stressed at the end of the day.  

This is usually the point where the person writing (in this case, me) tells you to 
write for a much smaller audience. But I’m not going to do that. I didn’t do that. 
At the end of the last paragraph, I said to try to make a lot of people happy. I’ve 
heard some writers say, “You should write for yourself and one other person.” To 
that, I blow raspberries. Cartoonists traditionally write for a much larger audience, 
and they’re happy doing so. It’s the nature of the job.  

Listen to the experts, but daydream while they’re talking. Kurt Vonnegut, 
this generation’s Mark Twain, said that you should give your reader a character to 
root for, that every character should want something, even if it’s only a glass a 
water, and that you should start as close to the end as possible. Don’t waste the 
reader’s time, he said, and give your readers as much information as possible as 
soon as possible. Vladimir Nabokov said to caress the detail, the divine detail, while 
F. Scott Fitzgerald always liked to add something special to his writing, to really 
make it stand out – like poetry in prose. All of these men were right, but none of 
these men were cartoonists. They didn’t draw pictures to go along with their words, 
meaning, of course, that they were right for writers who are just writers, but not 
necessarily cartoonists. Does Garfield ever want anything of value? I would argue 
that he’s so lazy that sometimes he doesn’t even want to breathe. But that’s okay! 
Why? Because he’s so darn cute to look at! He’s like a cute, orange, carnivorous 
vegetable. We want to see him want for nothing. We enjoy it. (It’s a little bit 
harder to pull that off without the pictures.) In comics, you can waste as much time 
as you like. You can and sometimes should delay the point of a strip until the very 



last “aha!” panel. Also, in comics, every character can be despicable, and not only will 
the reader not care, he’ll root for them anyway. (Calvin was a jerk, and Hobbes was 
holier-than-thou, but we love them anyway, don’t we?) Details are always a good 
thing when they’ll fit in a comic strip. Nabokov definitely wasn’t working within the 
same constraints and limitations as the average twenty-first century cartoonist 
when he penned his writerly advice. And Fitzgerald had the right idea when it 
comes to dialogue – one should aspire to make it as special as possible without 
making it obnoxious, condescending, moralizing, vague, alliterative, unfunny, wordy, 
or verbose. Unless that’s what you were going for, in which case almost anything 
goes, and you can forget about everything I’ve said so far. (In the world in which we 
currently live, if you consciously set out to do something in a tongue-in-cheek way, 
you’ve basically got a license to get away with anything and everything – including 
bad writing. And that goes double if the pictures are cute!) 

Materials: 

Use whatever you like – whatever makes your work look the best – but keep 
this in mind: cartoonists often use expensive inks, paper, and software 
programs to make their work look professional. 

If a strip doesn’t look professional, then no one will take it seriously. The 
task is for each of us to determine what that means. 

I use library pencils and cheap erasers to do my sketches. I sketch them on acid-free 
typewriter paper. I digitize my sketches using a personal flatbed scanner, and I import the 
digital files into a program called CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X6, an Adobe Illustrator 
equivalent. Both Illustrator and CorelDRAW are vector-based programs, which means what 
when I ink the files in these programs, they come out looking like I inked them using actual 
high-quality pens and actual high-quality paper. CorelDRAW isn’t cheap, and it’s not easy to 
learn how to use it, but once you’ve got it down, it’s a breeze. My partner, Jaime Garcia, 
uses the same materials for his sketches.  

Jaime colors our Sunday comics using Adobe Photoshop. Along the way, we double back 
many times and look at specific words in the script, expressions and layouts in the 
sketches, “thick vs. thin” line choices in the inking, and color consistency in the weekend 
strips. The only way the work gets good is if you live with it for long enough, you feed it, 
cloth it, and raise it as your own. You give it everything you have that’s worth giving. And 
one day, you choose to set it free – and forever after, edit no more.   

Dave Kellet, the cartoonist behind Sheldon, takes a much more expensive approach than I 
do. Here are the materials he uses: 

1. Acid-free vellum Bristol board 
2. Mechanical .05 pencil 



3. Archival Faber-Castell Pitt pens, the ones with the "B" (brush) tip.  
4. Archival Micron Pigma drafting pens. 08 for lettering, 2 for borders/heavy lines. 
5. Staedtler plastic eraser, and a Koh-I-Noor 2800E electric eraser 

He then scans the images into his computer and cleans everything up in Photoshop. Every 
few strips, he has to buy new paper, new inks, new pens, and new pencils. After just a 
handful of strips, he might have to spend fifty to a hundred dollars on supplies!  

So you see, when it comes to materials, different cartoonists take different approaches.  

And that’s about it! Remember: Keep reading, keep drawing, and work on your writing. 
Most cartoonists don’t make it big until they’re in their thirties, so make sure you live 
right now as much as possible. No one wants to hear from a cartoonist who doesn’t 
have life experience. ☺  


